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Abstract

This guide shows how to use the reports feature on Insights for Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform to generate an overview report to monitor your automation environment.
MAKING OPEN SOURCE MORE INCLUSIVE

Red Hat is committed to replacing problematic language in our code, documentation, and web properties. We are beginning with these four terms: master, slave, blacklist, and whitelist. Because of the enormity of this endeavor, these changes will be implemented gradually over several upcoming releases. For more details, see our CTO Chris Wright’s message.
PROVIDING FEEDBACK ON RED HAT DOCUMENTATION

If you have a suggestion to improve this documentation, or find an error, please contact technical support at https://access.redhat.com to create an issue on the Ansible Automation Platform Jira project using the docs-product component.
CHAPTER 1. VIEWING YOUR REPORTS ON RED HAT ANSIBLE AUTOMATION PLATFORM

The reports feature on the Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform provides users with a visual overview of their automation efforts across different teams using Ansible. Each report is designed to help users monitor the status of their automation environment, be it the frequency of playbook runs or the status of hosts affected by various job templates.

For example, you can use your reports to:

- View the number of hosts affected by a job template
- View the number changes made to hosts by a job template
- View the frequency of a job template run, and the rate of job templates that succeed or fail to run

1.1. REVIEWING YOUR REPORTS

To view reports about your Ansible automation environment, proceed with the following steps:

**Procedure**

1. Log in to console.redhat.com and navigate to the Ansible Automation Platform.
2. Click **Reports** on the side navigation panel.
3. Select a report from the results to view it.

Each report presents data to monitor your Ansible automation environment. Use the filter toolbar on each report to adjust your graph view.

**NOTE**

We are constantly adding new reports to the system. If you have ideas for new reports that would be helpful for your team, please contact your account representative or log a feature enhancement for Insights for Ansible Automation Platform.